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This invention relates to ophthalmic mount 
ings and has particular reference to an improved 
mounting of the semi-rimless type. 
One of the principal objects of the invention 

is to provide a lens supporting structure for the 
lenses of an ophthalmic mounting with which the 
lenses may be quickly and easily assembled and 
be resiliently held in position of use with substan 
tially no strain on the lenses and with the parts 
retained in desired aligned relation with each 
other. 
Another object is to provide a lens‘supporting 

structure of the above character which may be 
readily assembled with lenses of any desired edge 
thickness. 

Another object is to provide a pair of lenses, 
each having side edge bearing portions formed 
to a standard dimension and with notches therein 
and a lens supporting structure for said lenses 
having inwardly channelled bearing members 
for engaging said side edge bearing portions and 
having projection means extending within said 
notches, said bearing members being resiliently 
supported in gripping engagement with the edge 
bearing portions of the lenses by resilient bar 
members shaped substantially to follow the upper 
contour shapes of the lenses and said supporting 
structure having bridge means connecting said 
bar members, temple supporting means on the 
temporal sides thereof and nose bearing means 
on the nasal sides thereof. 
Another object is to provide a lens supporting 

structure for use with lenses having opposed bev 
elled side bearing edge portions and having 
notches extending inwardly of said bevelled edges 
with the said lens supporting structure compris 
ing bar members of resilient material shaped sub 
stantially to follow the upper contour edges of 
the lenses and having bearing portions adjacent 
the nasal and temporal ends thereof formed with 
inwardly bevelled grooves for engagingthe re 
spective bevelled edges of the lenses and having 
means projecting inwardly of said bevelled 
grooves and adapted to extend within the notches 
in said bevelled edges of the lenses, the initial set 
of said resilient bar members being such as to 
initially support the bearing members at a dis 
tance apart less than the horizontal width of the 
lenses whereby the said bearing members must 
be spread apart against the resilient action of the 
bar members to permit the lenses to be seated 
in said bearing members and with the resiliency 
of said bar members constantly urging said bear 
ing members against the bevelled edges of the 
lenses and simultaneously retaining the projec 
tion means inwardly of the opposed notches in 
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said bevelled edges, said bearing means being 

_ adapted to provide a wide bearing surface with 
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~ adapted to clampingly hold the lenses in assem- _ 
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the bevelled edges of the lenses for removing 
strain on said lenses and with the inter?tting of 
the projection means with the notches prevent 
ing movement of the lenses longitudinally of said 
inwardly bevelled bearing members. 
Another object is to provide a lens supporting 

structure for the lenses of an ophthalmic mount 
ing embodying U-clamp type resilient rim sec 
tions shaped substantially to follow the shape 
of the upper contour edges of the lenses and hav 
ing bearing means adjacent the opposed ends 
thereof having relatively wide area contact with 
the opposed side edges of the lenses and adapted 
to be clampingly held in engagement with said 
lenses by said rim sections, said rim sections, 
While following substantially the upper contour 
shape of the lenses, being normally located in the 
rear of the lenses with said bearing means ex 
tending forwardly thereof and having adjustable 
screw-like projection means carried thereby and 
extending inwardly of the inner surfaces thereof 
and adapted to engage in opposed-notches formed 
in the adjacent edges of the lenses, said resilient 
rim sections being free to be ?xed in a direction 
inwardly of the peripheral edges of the lenses. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will become apparent from the following descrip 
tion taken in connection with the accompany 
ing drawings and it will be apparent that many 
changes may be made in the details of construc 
tion and arrangements of parts without depart 
ing from the spirit of the invention as expressed 
in the accompanying claims. I, therefore, do not 
wish to be limited to the exact details of construc 
tion and arrangement of parts asthe preferred 
forms only have been given by way of illustra 
tion, 
Ophthalmic mountings of the so-called semi 

rimless type, that is, having lens supporting struc 
tures with rim sections shaped substantially to 
follow the upper contour shapes of the lenses and 

bled relation therewith, are not new in the art. 
Some attempts have been made to use resilient 

rim sections having forwardly projecting mem 
bers adjacent the opposedends thereof adapted 
to inter?t in notches formed in the opposed edges 
of the lenses and to be clampingly held in as 
sembled relation therewith bythe resilient func 
tion of the rim sections. This type of mounting, 
however, directed all of the strain of the resilient 
gripping action of the forwardly projecting mem 
bers with the lenses to the notches in the lenses 
with the result that‘ the restricted area‘of said 
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notches and said forwardly projecting members 
introduced great bearing strain and caused con 
siderable breakage of lenses. With this type of 
mounting, the tilting strain on the lenses, due 
to the upper and lower edges of the lenses tend 
ing to tilt outwardly or inwardly with respect to 
the supporting structure, also was directed to 
the inter?tting lugs and notches and further 
caused considerable breakage of lenses. 
Other mountings of this nature in the prior 

art endeavored to provide shield-like members 
overlying the opposed side surfaces of the lenses 
at the location of the notches therein but here 
again the strain of the resilient gripping action 
of the lens supporting structure with the lenses 
was directed to inter?tting lugs and notches. In 
the latter constructions of the prior art, no means 
was provided compensating for lenses of varying 
thicknesses and in most of the prior art struc 
tures of this nature, initial adjustments were 
required to ?t the supporting structures with the 
lenses. 
The present invention is directed to clamp-on 

type lens supporting structures. One of the main 
distinguishing features, however, of the present 
invention resides in the provision of bearing 
members secured to the opposed ends of resilient 
arms shaped to follow substantially the upper 
contour shape of the lenses and vto lie rearwardly 
thereof. The said bearing members are provided 
with inwardly channelled surfaces extending lon 
gitudinally thereof with which edges of standard 
dimension formed on the opposed sides of the 
lenses are adapted to inter?t, the said bearing 
members providing wide area substantially strain 
free contact and support the lenses against for 
wardly or rearwardly tilting movement relative 
to the supporting structure. In addition to the 
wide area strain free contact, the present con 
struction further embodies projection members 
extending inwardly of the channels and adapted 
to interfit with notches formed in the opposed 
sides of the lenses. The projection members, 
however, are carefully controlled as to size and 
length so that when in assembled relation with k 
the lenses, they do not have a pressure engage 
ment with the notches in the lenses. The said 
projection members serve to lock and prevent the 
lenses from moving longitudinally of the bearing 
members when said bearing members are held in 
clamping engagement with the lenses by the resil 
ient rim sections. 
The function of the present device, therefore, 

is to clampingly hold the lenses inwardly of the 
channeled bearing members and to prevent dis 
placement of the lenses vertically relative to the 
supporting structure through the inter?tting re 
lation of the projections and notches formed in 
the sides of the lenses. A construction of this 
nature ?rmly supports the lenses in assembled 
relation with the lens supporting structure with 
substantially no strain on the lenses and de?n 
itely avoids the di?iculties of the prior art such 
as set forth above and, in addition thereto, per 
mits lenses of any edge thickness to be readily 
assembled with the lens supporting structure with 
‘no requirement of initial adjustment of the lens 
engaging'parts of the mounting. 
Referring to the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a front elevational view of ‘a preferred 

mounting embodying the invention; 
‘Fig. 2 is a side elevational view of'the mounting 

illustrated in Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a fragmentary perspective view show 

ing one edge portion of the lens and the-associ 
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4 
ated bearing means in disassociated relation with 
each other; 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional 
view taken as on line 4—-4 of Fig. 2 and looking 
in the direction indicated by the arrows and illus 
trating the relation of the bearing means with 
the edge of a lens of a plus powerand having a 
relatively thin edge portion; 

Fig. 5 is a view generally similar to Fig. 4 
illustrating the bearing means in assembled re 
lation with a lens of a minus power and having 
a relatively thick edge portion; 

Fig. 6 is an exploded perspective view of a 
modi?ed form of the invention; and 

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary plan view of the tem 
poral end portion of the mounting illustrated 
in Fig. 6. 

Referring more particularly to the drawings 
wherein like characters of reference designate 
like parts throughout the several views, the de 
vice, as shown in Figs. 1 through 5, embodies a 
pair of lenses 9 each having a ‘bevelled edge por 
tion It on the opposed sides thereof and having 
notches H formed in'said bevelled edges inter 
mediate the ends thereof. 
Although the lenses 9, in ‘this particular in 

stance, are formed to a contour shape wherein 
the side edges of the lenses are substantially 
parallel with each other and embody only a length 
considerably less than the full height of ‘the lens, 
it is to be understood that the lenses can be 
formed to any contour shape desired and that the 
bevels need only be formed throughout a length 
suitable for receiving the lens supporting struc 
ture of the mounting. 
The lens supporting structure, in this instance, 

comprises a pair of resilient bar members or 
spring arms 52 shaped substantially to follow the 
upper contour shape of the lenses and to lie in 
the rear of the lenses whereby the ends ‘of said 

‘ bar members and the bar member throughout 
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the length thereof is free to be flexed inwardly 
of the plane of the contour edge of the lens. The 
resilient bar members or spring arms I 2, adjacent 
the opposed ends thereof, have a pair of bear 
ing members I3 secured thereto each having an 
inner bevelled surface 14 extending throughout 
the length thereof shaped to receive the adja 
cent bevelled edges of the lenses. 
Each of ‘the bearing members is provided 

with a projection 15 extending inwardly of the 
bevelled surface M, as shown best in Figs. 4 and 5. 
The projection members, ‘in this instance, are 
screw members having a threaded portion ex 
tending inwardly of a threaded opening formed 
in the. respective bearing members l3 and hav 
ing a slotted head 45' whereby the length of the 
projection portion {5 extending within the 
notches II in the lens can be adjusted. This 
arrangement also a?ords ease in assembling the 
structure as will be described more in detail here 
inafter. Although the projections have been de 
scribed as comprising screw members, it is to 
be understood that they may be pin-like mem 
bers pressed inwardly of openings formed in the 
bearing members and of a controlled length which 
is such that the ends thereof will not engage 
with the base of the notches in the lenses when 
the supporting structure is in assembled rela 
tion with the lenses. 
The bearing members I3 extend in a direction 

longitudinally of the bevelled edges of the lenses 
and, when in clamping engagement with the 
lenses, provide a relatively wide bearing surface 
with the edges of the lenses to ?rmly retain the 
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lenses against forward or rearward tilting move 
ment with respect to the lens supporting struc 
ture and simultaneously provide means for ?rmly 
clamping the lens through the action of the 
spring arms I2 with substantially no strain on 
the lenses. 

It is particularly pointed out that the spring 
arms I2 have an initial set which spaces the 
bearing members I3 a distance apart consider 
ably less than the horizontal width of the lens 
whereby the lens, when being assembled with 
the supporting structure, requires that the bear 
ing members be resiliently spread apart to per 
mit assembly whereupon releasing the spring 
arms and bearing members, the said spring arms 
will tend to return to their initial .set and will 
?rmly grip the edges of the lenses. The width of 
the notches II is carefully controlled according 
to the diameter of the projections I5 whereby the 
said projections will have a relatively snug ?t 
with the respective side surfaces of the notches 
with the said width of the notches being so con 
trolled as to avoid any wedging action to be in 
troduced by the projection members, that is, the 
preferred construction is that the notches be 
slightly wider than the diameter of the projec 
tions so as to avoid strain when the parts are in 
assembled relation with each other. The said 
projection members I5 function cooperatively 
with the clamping action of the bearing mem 
bers in holding the lenses in proper assembled 
relation with the lens supporting structure, that 
is, while the gripping action is solely introduced 
by the spring arms I2 and the bearing members 
I3, the projection means I5 ?tting inwardly of 
the notches II tend to prevent any upward or 
downward movement of the lenses relative to said 
bearing means and thereby retain the parts in 
aligned relation with each other. 

It is particularly pointed out that the lenses, 
in all instances, are providedwith a bevel of a 
standard ?xed angle and that the bevelled grooves 
M are of a standard ?xed angle, as shown par 
ticularly in Figs. 4 and 5. Lenses of different 
thicknesses, therefore, may be readily assembled 
with the lens supporting structure without re 
quiring any adjustment to compensate for differ 
ent thicknesses of the edges of the lenses such 
as would be the case with plus and minus lenses, 
the plus lenses having a much thinner edge 
thickness as shown in Fig. 4 than the thickness 
of the edges of minus lenses as shown in Fig. 5. 
Care is taken, however, in initially adjusting 

the spring arms and bearing members for re 
silient engagement and gripping function with 
the lenses to insure that the inner bevelled sur 
faces of the bearing members I3 and the bevelled 
bearing surfaces of the lenses have a substan 
tially uniform and intimate ?t with each other 
as it is this uniform contact which eliminates 
strain on the lenses and danger of breakage dur 
ing use. 
The resilient bar members or spring arms I2, 

as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, are provided on the 
temporal sides thereof withoutwardly and rear 
wardly curving temple supporting members I6 to 
which temples I‘! are pivotally connected as at 
I8. It is particularly pointed out that the mem 
bers It may be in the form of a separate member 
secured to the spring arm I2 as by soldering, weld 
ing or the like or may be formed as an integral 
part of the spring arm in which instance the de 
pending ends of the members I2 on the temporal 
sides of the mounting and which carry the bear 
ing members I3 may be formed separately and 
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secured to the arms as by soldering, welding or 

. the like. 
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In Figs. 6 and 7, there is illustrated a slightly 
modi?ed form of the invention wherein instead 
of forming the opposed sides of the lenses with 
bevelled edge portions, the lenses are provided 
with projecting portions I9 extending in a direc 
tion longitudinally of the sides of the lenses with 
said portions I9 being formed to a given standard 
width throughout the length thereof and each 
having a notch 20 formed therein simulating the 
notch I I. In this instance, the bearing members 
2I on the nasal and temporal sides of the spring 
arm 22 are provided with an inner longitudinally 
extending channel 23 shaped to receive the pro 
jection portion or rib I9 of standard width. The 
bearing members 2I, like the members I3, are 
each provided with screw-like projection means 
24 which are adapted to extend within the respec 
tive notches 20. The inter?tting of the projec 
tions or ribs I9 with the longitudinal channels 
23 in the bearing members 2| serve to support the 
lenses against tilting movement relative to the 
supporting structure of the mounting and, like 
the bevelled grooves in the bearing members I3, 
provide relatively wide area bearing surfaces be 
tween the lenses .and said bearing members 2|. 
The spring arm 22 functions in a manner similar 
to the spring arm I2 to constantly exert a clamp 
ing pressure of the bearing members on the side 
edges of the lenses and the projection means 24 
interlocking with the notches 20 serve to prevent 
the lenses from sliding longitudinally relative to 
said bearing members. It is pointed out that in 
stead of screw members 24, suitable pin-like or 
other projection means may be provided for en 
gagement with the notches 2B. 
The spring arm 22, like the spring arm I2 is ' 

adapted to lie in the rear of the lens whereby it 
is free to be ?exed in a direction inwardly of the 
periphera1 edge of the lenses and it is free to 
constantly exert its spring clamping action of the 
bearing members 2I with the adjacent edges of 
the lenses. ’ I 

In instances where screw means I4 or 24 are 
used, the screws are initially threaded outwardly 

' an amount sufficient to permit the lenses to be 
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slid in between the opposed bearing members I3 
or'2l as the case may be. 'When the notches in 
the lenses are aligned with the screws, the said 
screw members may then be threaded inwardly 
an amount sufficient to prevent longitudinal 
movement of the lenses relative to said bearing 
members but in all instances, care is taken that 
the inner ends of the screws, as well as pins, when 
such means are used instead of screws, are spaced 
from the base of the notches and have no bearing 
pressure therewith responsive to the clamping ac 
tion of the spring arms.v 
In the latter construction, as shown in Figs. 6 

and 7, an endpiece member 25 is secured to the 
bearing member 2I on the outer side surface 
thereof and is adapted to have a temple 26 pivot 
ally attached thereto as illustrated at 21. 
In each instance the bearing members I3 or 2 I, 

as the case may be, are secured to the resilient 
bar-like members or spring arms I2 or 22 as by 
soldering or the like, as diagrammatically illus 
trated at 28 in Figs. 4, 5 and 7, that is, the spring 
arms are preferably secured to the rear side sur 
face of the bearing members with said bearing 
members extending forwardly of said spring arms. 
In each construction, a guard arm 29, as illus 

trated in Figs. 2, 3 and 6, is secured either to the 
bearing member or endof the spring arm or both 
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‘on thetnasalrsides'thereofcandriszadtapted to pivot 
ally or rigidly support suitable nose ‘bearing 
pad's330. 

- (It-is particularly pointed iout that the resilient 
gripping "action of the springrarms may the con 
trolled -by ‘the proper .initial ‘adjustment of said 
arms, that isgby either initially iform'ing'the arms 
to di?’erenticontrolled diameters ‘and by initially 
controlling the spaced relationiof the'endsrof the 
arms in accordance ‘with the lens to be assembled 
therewith. “In each instance, however, the ends 
are located ‘at an initial setlpositioniat a distance 
apartlless than the distance betweenithe sideedges 
“of ‘the lenses so ‘that when assembling ‘the lens 
with the bearing members, it isalwaysrequired ‘to 
spread :sa'id (bearing members ‘apart with the 
spring. arms resiliently responding to said spread 
ingimovement. 

‘In ‘instances ‘when ?xed spin-like ‘projection 
meansfare-iempl'oyed, their length is initially con 
trolled according to the. depth of v‘the ‘notches 
so as ‘to avoid engagement of the ends of said 
pins'with the base of the notches when assembled 
with the vlenses. The bearing members, when 
assembling the ‘lenses with the supporting struc 
ture, ‘are initially spread apart in amount sui 
?cent to permit ‘the lenses to be moved to ac 
curate ‘relation with the supporting structure 
whereby the pins,;up‘0n the releasing of outward 
strain on the bearing "members and allowing 
them to respond ‘to 'the "resilient action ‘of the 
spring arms will automatically cause the pins to 
seatiin the notches and the bevelled or channelled 
surfaces of the bearing members'to have a clamp 
ing be‘aringlpressure with ‘the sides of the lenses. 
The above-described constructions permit "the 

lenses to be quickly and easily assembled with 
the lens supporting structure and ?rmly ihold the 
lenses in assembled relation with the supporting 
structure with substantially no strain on the 
lensesand with no danger-of ‘the lenses tilting 
relative-to the lens supporting structure. 
From the‘ioregoing description, it will be seen 

that simple, e?icient and economical meanshave 
been provided ‘for accomplishing all ‘of the ob 
jects and advantages of the invention. 
‘Having described my invention, Iiclaim: 
L; ‘An ophthalmic mounting comprising a pair 

‘of lenses, a centrally disposed lbridge member 
and supportingiarmsof a resilient @nature on op 
posed ‘sides of the bridge to follow the upper 
nasal, ‘top and ‘upper temporal peripheral ‘edge 
of said lenses and having ‘means to 'whichrtem 
p'les may be secured, said llenses having abut 
ment portions disposed ‘on ‘the upper ‘temporal 
and upper nasal peripheral edge ‘thereof, said 
abutmentrportions projecting‘outwardly ‘from the 
periphery of the opposed lens surfaces-and hav 
ing front and rear substantially ‘?at surfaces 
disposed ‘in ‘a substantially ‘vertical » direction and 
in predetermined ‘relation with each " other, and 
clamp means carried by said resilient arms ad 
jacent the ends thereo?said ‘clamp means each 
embodying a member channelledealong its length 
in a substantially ‘vertical direction, ‘and said 
channelled part thereof having substantially ‘?at 
opposed walls disposed in va vertical ‘direction 
and so related as to coincide with the front and 
rear surfaces of respective adjacent abutment 
portions whenvresiliently urged bysaid arms into 
bearing contact therewith, a movable pin-like 
member threadedly supported 'by the clamp 
‘means‘and having-an end portion to extend into 
said channelled 'part'thereof in -a ‘direction in‘ 
Jwa‘rdly toward the ‘adjacent Elens ‘surf-ace periph 
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ery, “said sabutmentiporticns having 'an- inter; 
mediate partcn‘otched to receive 'said - end ‘portion 
thereofyand with the diameteriof saidend por 
tion being less ith'anfthe separation of the -op— 
pcsedsides ‘of the notch 2to avoid pressure ‘en 
gagement therein. 

,2. An vophthalmic mounting comprising ‘a pair 
of lenses, a centrally disposed bridge member 
and supporting arms of a resilient nature ‘on 
opposed sides of the ‘bridge to follow the upper 
nasal, ‘top and upper temporal peripheral edge 
o'f'said lenses and'having-means to whichtemples 
may ‘be secured, said lenses ‘having outwardly 
extending V-‘beveled edge "portions disposed ‘on 
the upper temporal and upper nasal ‘peripheral 
‘contour thereof, the front ‘and rear surfaces of 
said beveled portion ‘being of substantially plane 
shape 'and-disposed'to extend in a substantially 
vertical ‘direction, and clamp means carried by 
~said *resilient arms ‘adjacent ‘the ends thereof, 
said clamp means ‘each embodying a member 
channelled ‘throughout its entire length in a sub 
stantially ~vertical ‘direction to a substantially 
V-shape'and having ‘open ends, with the "opposed 
walls ‘of said 'V-shaped channelled part being of 
substantially ‘plane "shape ‘and so angled as to 
‘coincide with the ‘front and rear surfaces of the 
respective adjacent ‘beveled edge portion of the 
lenses when resiliently urged by said arms into 
bearing contact therewith, said clamp .means 
having a ‘projecting portion lying :Within its 
channelled part and extending in a direction 
inwardly of said lens and sa'id'beveled edge Dor 
tionvreach having an intermediate part notched 
to receive said projecting portion, the base of 
said notches lying in a plane passing substantial 
ly through :the ‘point of intersection :of ‘one of 
the beveled edges with the adjacent side surface 
of the lens, ‘the width of said projecting portion 
beingless than the separation of the opposed 
sides of the notch and being'of a length slightly 
less than :the- depth {of said notch. 

‘3. Allens supporting structure ‘for use with the 
lenses of ‘an ophthalmic Lmounting wherein the 
lenses :have abutment portions on their tem-‘ 
poral and nasal periphery with substantially 
plane opposed surfaces extending .in an approxi 
mately vertical direction and notched ‘inter 
mediate the. ends ‘thereof, said ilens supporting 
structure comprising abridge having ‘on vits op 
posed sides alpair of resilient arms shaped to 
follow the top edge of said ‘lenses and temple 
hinge ‘means adjacent the outer ends of the 
resilient-arms for ‘connection with a pairof tem 
ples, said resilient arms (each having adjacent 
‘thenasal andtemporal sidesthereof a substan 
tially verticallydisposed open-ended channelled 
member, said channelled ‘members having op 
posed inner sur'faces'of substantially plane-shape 
and arranged vertically in predetermined rela 
tion to inter?t with and resiliently grip, in sub 
stantially wide area contact therewith, the op 
posed surfaces of the respective abutment pore 
'tions of a respective lens, and projection means 
carried by-each of said channelled members to 
extend inwardly between the inner walls thereof 
and lie within the notched part of the respec 
tive abutment portions'of the lens when 'as 
sembled therewith, ‘and with ‘the projection 
means of at least one of said channelled mem 
bers'being movably mounted thereon, said mov 
ably mountedprojection means'being retractable 
from said position between the inner walls of 
its-‘channelled member to permit the lens to~be 
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positioned with its abutment portions seated 
within the respective channelled members of 
each resilient arm while avoiding excessive dis 
tortion of the resilient arm in said assembly 
and said movable projection then being movable 
to its position inwardly of the notched portion 
of the adjacent abutment portion to maintain 
the lens assembled with said resilient arm. 
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